Replacing a single anterior tooth with implants or a fixed partial denture can be difficult, but it results in a fairly predictable esthetic outcome. Even if significant bone and soft tissue were lost with the tooth, in the hands of a skilled team of dentists the result is generally acceptable. The loss of multiple missing anterior teeth, especially if they are adjacent to each other, is a much more difficult esthetic challenge. This difference has to do with the biology of the periodontium and the response of the bone and soft tissues when one tooth is lost as opposed to multiple teeth. The understanding of these differences has progressed dramatically over the last two decades thanks to the research that has been done on the soft tissue and osseous response surrounding tooth removal and the placement of anterior implants.

**Single Tooth Loss**

It is helpful to look at the differences in soft tissue response to the possible scenarios a dentist might face, starting with the loss of a single anterior tooth and then progressing to the loss of multiple adjacent teeth. If a single tooth implant is placed, the interproximal papilla levels will be determined by the height of the interproximal bone on the adjacent natural teeth, not the interproximal bone on the implant. In the average patient the papilla height will be 4 mm to 4.5 mm above the interproximal bone on the adjacent natural teeth (Figure 1). If the natural teeth have no bone loss, the papilla height will be very similar after tooth loss to what they were before tooth loss because the average papilla height above bone between natural teeth is also 4.5 mm.

The facial margin around the implant, however, is not related to the bone on the adjacent natural teeth but rather to the facial bone levels on the implant as well as the thickness and position of the free gingival margin before the tooth removal. On a single tooth implant, it is much easier to gain gingival margin thickness and height with augmentation procedures than it is to gain papilla thickness and height. For a single anterior implant, the least predictable soft tissue outcome is when the adjacent natural teeth have interproximal bone loss, because managing the papilla heights can be very difficult.

These same rules hold reasonably true for the replacement of a single anterior tooth with a pontic as well. The final papilla location is influenced by the bone on the adjacent natural teeth, and the free gingival margin location is dictated by the location of the bone and the thickness of tissue on the facial of the pontic. The one significant difference when comparing pontics with implants concerns the height of interproximal tissue above the bone. Whereas this height averages 4.5 mm between natural teeth, or...
between a natural tooth and an implant, it has been shown that following soft tissue grafting the amount of tissue above the bone interproximally between a pontic and a natural tooth or between a pontic and an implant averages 6.5 mm. In fact, in some patients it can be as high as 9 mm. Therefore, if the adjacent natural teeth in a single tooth replacement situation have bone loss, soft tissue ridge augmentation followed by placement of a pontic can achieve greater coronal height of the papilla than a single tooth implant could in the same situation. To match the esthetics of the pontic with a single tooth implant, it is necessary to erupt the adjacent natural teeth to move the interproximal bone coronally, and then crown-lengthen the facial to re-create the correct length of the adjacent teeth.

Multiple Tooth Loss

With an understanding of what occurs biologically when a single anterior tooth is removed, it is now possible to discuss in detail the loss of multiple anterior teeth. If the multiple teeth being lost are not adjacent to each other, the rules of treatment are the same as with a single tooth. The real challenge of multiple tooth replacement occurs when adjacent teeth have been lost or are already missing.

In the loss of two maxillary central incisors, the response of the papilla between them and adjacent remaining lateral incisors would be the same as in a single tooth replacement situation. That is, the interproximal bone on the remaining lateral incisor will determine the papilla height between the centrals and laterals. The facial free gingival margin height on each central will also be similar in response to a single missing tooth. That is, the facial bone level and tissue thickness will determine where the facial gingival margin ends up. Just as in the single tooth situation, if the facial gingival margin is less than ideal, it is much easier to augment in both height and thickness on both centrals with a soft tissue procedure than it is to improve the height of the papilla.

The real challenge when removing the two centrals is to evaluate what happens to the papilla between them following extraction. Before extraction the osseous crest around both centrals, assuming no periodontal disease exists, roughly follows the scalloped nature of the cemento-enamel junctions as they flow from the facial into the interproximal resulting in an average osseous scallop of 3 mm. Therefore the average interproximal bone height is 3 mm coronal to the facial crest of bone. Since the soft tissue typically follows the scallop of the bone, the osseous scallop results in a gingival scallop of 3 mm. However, when teeth are present an interesting phenomenon occurs. The gingiva on the facial of the tooth is positioned so that on average the free gingival margin is 3 mm coronal to the crest of bone. But as we saw earlier, the interproximal papilla between teeth is positioned on average 4.5 mm coronal to the crest of bone. This additional 1.5 mm with the 3 mm average osseous scallop results in the tip of the papilla being an average 4.5 mm to 5 mm coronal to the facial free gingival margin (Figure 2).

To understand the challenge following tooth removal, it is necessary to understand what occurs to the osseous scallop and papillary soft tissue height above bone following tooth removal. To a certain extent the answer
is determined by how the central incisors will be replaced, and how the method of replacement affects the soft tissue and underlying bone.

**Two Single Implants**

One option is to place two single implants adjacent to each other. Traditionally implants are non-scalloped or flat, coronally. This means that during placement the implant is placed apically until the platform of the implant is level with the facial crest of bone. However, because the bone is scalloped, the interproximal platform of the implant may be apical to the interproximal crest of bone by as much as 3 mm. A certain amount of bone adjacent to the implant is expected to resorb over time, usually to the first thread of the implant. As these bony changes occur, the interproximal crest of bone that was present at the time of tooth removal might resorb, resulting in a flattening of the osseous crest and a corresponding flattening of the gingival architecture as a result of the papilla losing height as the interproximal bone is lost. Several different approaches to resolving this bone loss are being researched at this time. Scalloped implants, platform switching, altered coronal implant surface design, and microgap location are just some examples of methods being used to alter the bone resorption surrounding implants. A discussion of these approaches is beyond the scope of this article, but the maintenance of the interproximal crest of bone is critical to maintaining the height of the papilla between adjacent implants. Many experts agree keeping 3 mm of space between the platforms of the adjacent implants is critical to maintaining the crest of bone.

It is also necessary to understand what occurs to the height of the interproximal soft tissue above the bone. The research states the papilla height as being 4.5 mm above bone between adjacent teeth and bone, or 4.5 mm above the bone on the natural teeth and an adjacent implant. However, it appears that when adjacent implants are placed, the papilla height above the bone reduces from 4.5 mm to a range of 3 mm to 3.5 mm. Therefore, when adjacent implants are placed, even if they maintain the interproximal crest of bone perfectly, the papilla between the implants will be 1 mm to 1.5 mm apical to where it was between the teeth simply from the change in soft tissue levels (Figure 3). Adding this 1-mm to 1.5-mm change to any changes in interproximal crestal bone height, it becomes easy to understand why the maintenance of the papilla height between adjacent implants is difficult (Figure 4).

**Pontics**

The use of pontics rather than adjacent implants to replace the two centrals poses an interesting alternative,
but one that has its own challenge. The facial tissue and the soft tissue between the central pontics and the lateral abutments will behave the same as when using a pontic to replace a single tooth. The challenge becomes the papilla between the adjacent pontics, just as it was between the adjacent implants. However, when pontics are used it is almost guaranteed that the interproximal crestal bone between the extracted centrals will resorb creating a flat bony ridge and a subsequent loss of papillary height. The difference is that it is possible to augment the soft tissue between pontics significantly more above the flattened osseous crest (average 6.5 mm) as opposed to the typical tissue above interproximal bone between adjacent implants (3 mm to 3.5 mm). Ultimately it is possible to have a papilla between central pontics 3 mm more coronal than a papilla between adjacent implants for the same interproximal crest location.

Treatment Scenarios
The purpose of all this background information on the osseous and gingival response to removing multiple teeth is to make the dentist aware of the limitations of treatment before deciding upon a final course of action any time multiple anterior teeth must be lost. In addition, it provides a basis of understanding for predicting the outcome of treatment for the four most common presentations a dentist is likely to see.

1. The teeth are present and need to be removed but have no periodontal disease.
2. The teeth are present and need to be removed but have periodontal disease.
3. The teeth are missing and the osseous and soft tissue ridges are flattened but the free gingival margin location on the ridge is acceptable.
4. The teeth are missing and the osseous and soft tissue ridge are positioned apically by a significant amount.

Each of these presentations will be reviewed. Management possibilities and the most likely compromises in the final result will be addressed.

Teeth Present
The most predictable of all presentations is the patient who needs multiple teeth removed and has no periodontal disease. The challenges in these patients are usually related to the use of implants vs. a fixed partial denture, and if implants are used, how many to use and where to place them. The answers generally depend upon which teeth are being removed. For example, if the two maxillary centrals are being removed and have good bone, placing adjacent implants can result in a predictable and esthetic final result because of the following:

- the papilla between the central implants and the adjacent laterals will be excellent
• the facial gingival margins can be easily augmented if necessary
• the papilla between the central implants should remain within 1 mm to 2 mm of the pre-extraction papilla level as long as the implants are placed 3 mm apart and the interproximal crest of bone is maintained (Figures 5 through 9).

This same patient could be treated with a fixed prosthesis using the lateral incisors as abutments; but because the interproximal bone between the extracted centrals will most likely be lost, the risk of greater recession of the papilla between the centrals exists. However, soft tissue augmentation would create an excellent papilla in this location before the restoration is completed.

If the teeth to be removed involve a central and lateral or a lateral and cuspid, the treatment choices are not quite as clean cut. It is very difficult to place adjacent implants in a central and lateral position, or a lateral and cuspid position, and have 3 mm between the platform of the implants. This leaves a high risk of losing the interproximal crest of bone between the implants over time with subsequent loss of papillary height (Figures 10 through 13). Papillary height might be lost between the central and lateral on one side while natural teeth still exist on the other. The discrepancy in papilla heights is much more noticeable than a slight loss of papilla height between adjacent central incisor implants. Also, using adjacent implants to replace a central and lateral or lateral and cuspid is unnecessary because of the lower occlusal forces in the anterior. The author almost always chooses to cantilever the lateral incisor off of a single central implant or a single cuspid implant because it is esthetically more predictable and as functionally as acceptable as adjacent implants.

Another option for the missing central and lateral or missing lateral and cuspid is the use of soft tissue augmentation and a fixed prosthesis. Whereas this can create a pleasing esthetic result, it is a more complex restoration structurally, especially when replacing the lateral and a cuspid with pontics.
When three or four adjacent anterior teeth with good periodontal support need to be removed, the author prefers to separate them by one or two pontics. For this reason, if both centrals and a lateral need to be removed, the author places a central implant, central pontic, and lateral implant. This design allows excellent papilla heights in all locations owing to the predictability of the soft tissue augmentation in the pontic site (Figures 14 through 18). If all four incisors need to be removed and good periodontal support exists, there are two acceptable options. One is to place implants in both lateral incisor locations and use both centrals as pontics. The other is to place the implants in both central locations and cantilever the lateral incisor pontics. Both options will produce acceptable esthetic and structural results.

If the same scenarios are presented but the teeth have pre-existing bone loss, new challenges exist. Specifically, the papilla height in the areas of the periodontal disease becomes less predictable following tooth removal. This often leads to a greater degree of papillary recession and a more apically placed contact in the restorations to avoid an open gingival embrasure. In these situations the dentist is faced with the choice of using implant restorations that will be functionally and structurally acceptable, but esthetically less attractive, or using soft tissue grafting and fixed partial dentures where the ability of grafting and the use of pontics can produce significantly more soft tissue over the interproximal bone—3.5 mm between adjacent implants vs 6.5 mm above bone for pontics. As a rule the decision is based upon the esthetic needs of the patient (ie, high lip line vs the condition of the teeth). If the adjacent teeth are unrestored, it might still be preferable to use the implants rather than prepare the unrestored teeth and live with some esthetic compromise.

The other option to consider is slow orthodontic eruption before extraction. The eruption of a single tooth to be extracted does not alter the final papilla heights because they are dictated by the bone on the adjacent teeth. When multiple teeth are erupted before extraction, it is possible, but not always predictable, to move the interproximal bone coronally. However, it is critical to apprise the patient that a perfect esthetic result is unlikely, and that short papilla, long contacts, and more rectangular looking final restorations could be expected (Figures 19 through 24).

**Teeth Missing**

The next two presentations are the most difficult to manage esthetically because in both cases the teeth have already been removed. When this happens, the bony ridge tends to flatten rapidly unless something is done to alter the process. In cases where the teeth have been missing for a significant period of time, the interproximal crest of bone is completely gone. Vertical bone augmentation to re-create the interproximal crest is very difficult and unpredictable. Therefore using adjacent implants always ends up with an inadequate papillary height. However, using a connective graft and pontics can create and maintain significantly more soft tissue above the interproximal bone than is possible with adjacent implants. Because of this, the patient must be informed that the best esthetic result may involve pontics rather than implants. Using connective tissue grafting and a pontic next to implants, however, can create an excellent result (Figures 25 through 28).
The most difficult of all the scenarios to manage esthetically is when the teeth are missing and a significant ridge defect exists. In these cases there is a logical tendency to use bone grafting followed by soft tissue grafting to correct the situation. Realistically there are limitations in both techniques as to how much vertical augmentation is possible. It is possible for the patient to go through multiple surgical procedures and still end up with a result that is significantly deficient in the correct soft tissue levels. Ultimately, this places the restorative dentist in a difficult position as the use of conventional fixed restorations may result in a less-than-adequate esthetic result. The accepted solutions are to use pink porcelain to replace the missing gingiva on a fixed restoration or to use a removable prostheses or a fixed restoration with a removable gingival mask (Figures 29 and 30).

The challenge of using the pink porcelain and removable prosthesis or removable gingival mask is to hide the junction of the artificial gingiva and the ridge in a high smile. Anytime a significant ridge deformity exists, it is critical to assess two things: does the existing ridge show in a high smile, and if it is augmented, can the augmentation be successful at eliminating the need for prosthetic gingival replacement? If the ridge doesn’t show currently in a high smile, and the augmentation can’t eliminate the need for prosthetic gingival replacement, it may be far more esthetic to not augment the ridge at all and keep the junction of the prosthetic gingiva and ridge under the high lip line rather than risk the augmentation, which should make that junction visible.

Conclusion

Because the outcome can be so variable when treating multiple missing teeth, it is critical that the treating dentists and the patient are clear about what can be realistically expected and what changes may need to be made in the plan dependent upon the outcome of each phase of treatment. This allows the patient and clinician to proceed with a clear understanding of the potential complications and financial costs of treating these clinically challenging but highly rewarding situations.
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Continuing Education Quiz

Loma Linda University School of Dentistry provides 1 hour of Continuing Education credit for this article for those who wish to document their continuing education efforts. To participate in this CE lesson, please log on to www.aegiscomm.com/id/ce054, where you may further review this lesson and test online for a fee of $14.00. To obtain mailing instructions or for more information, please call 877-4-AEGIS-1.

1. If a single tooth implant is placed, the interproximal papilla levels will be determined by the:
   a. height of the interproximal bone on the adjacent natural teeth, not the interproximal bone on the implant.
   b. width of the implant.
   c. width and height interproximal bone on the implant.
   d. width of the interproximal bone on the implant only.

2. In the average patient the papilla height will be how far above the interproximal bone on the adjacent natural teeth?
   a. 3.5 mm to 4.5 mm
   b. 3 mm to 4 mm
   c. 4 mm to 4.5 mm
   d. 4.5 mm to 6.5 mm

3. On a single tooth implant, it is much easier to gain gingival margin thickness and height with augmentation procedures than it is to gain:
   a. implant thickness and height.
   b. papilla thickness and height.
   c. lingual thickness and height.
   d. reinforcement of the adjoining teeth.

4. The one significant difference when comparing pontics with implants concerns:
   a. the height of interproximal tissue above the bone.
   b. the height of interproximal tissue below the bone.
   c. the width of interproximal tissue above the bone.
   d. the width of interproximal tissue below the bone.

5. The final papilla location is influenced by the bone on the:
   a. pontic.
   b. adjacent natural teeth.
   c. adjacent implants.
   d. occluding natural teeth.

6. It has been shown that after soft tissue grafting, the amount of tissue above the bone interproximally between a pontic and a natural tooth or between a pontic and an implant averages:
   a. 6.5 mm.
   b. 6.3 mm.
   c. 6.1 mm.
   d. 5.9 mm.

7. The average interproximal bone height coronal to the facial crest of bone is:
   a. 1 mm.
   b. 2 mm.
   c. 3 mm.
   d. 4 mm

8. Many experts agree that keeping how much space between the platforms of the adjacent implants is critical to maintaining the crest of bone?
   a. 3 mm
   b. 3.5 mm
   c. 4 mm
   d. 4.5 mm

9. It appears that when adjacent implants are placed, the papilla height above the bone reduces from 4.5 mm to a range of:
   a. 2 mm to 2.5 mm.
   b. 3 mm to 3.5 mm.
   c. 4 mm to 4.5 mm.
   d. 5 mm to 6 mm.

10. The most predictable of all presentations is the patient who needs multiple teeth removed and has:
    a. several other implants already in place.
    b. moderate gingivitis.
    c. no periodontal disease.
    d. porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns.
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